
6 REASONS
NETFLOW FALLS SHORT

On its face, NetFlow — a network protocol developed for monitoring traffic on networks that leverage Cisco hardware — seems like an enterprise 
IT pro’s best friend. After all, it’s generally compatible with some of the most ubiquitous networking equipment on the market, and is leveraged 
by many of the prolific monitoring tools that have been on the market for years. But given how much NetFlow data asks of the network in 
exchange for limited actionable insight, the costs of relying solely on NetFlow for visibility can escalate quickly. 

In a world where enterprise connectivity is more critical to business success than ever before, relying simply on NetFlow to give teams 
the Usage data they need simply won’t cut it. Some of the most critical limitations to consider include: 

Third-party hardware can create network blindspots
Even though Cisco is a nearly ubiquitous brand where networking equipment is concerned — and a bevy of third-party 
monitoring solutions are designed to collect this traffic — networks that are employing legacy hardware or proprietary 
technology will only be able to employ NetFlow at steep costs and with lots of legwork. That said, teams will need to enable 
specialized software on all network equipment, which can become cost-prohibitive or resource-intensive at scale. In a nutshell, 
companies that employ any non-NetFlow capable hardware will have glaring blindspots, while they’ll need to install any new 
equipment with new software that often is priced per-device. 

Data transport can weigh heavily on the network
NetFlow collection, aggregation and storage can be wildly inefficient. Compared to AppNeta, for instance, NetFlow can average 
5 percent overhead on network capacity compared to 0.5 percent leveraging our monitoring suite. When teams are flooding 
the network with this much traffic just to get volume metrics, they could ultimately be hindering the performance of 
business-critical workflows — if not freezing the network altogether. 

Cloud and SaaS require a new kind of visibility
SaaS adoption has never been higher in the enterprise, and that’s not likely to change anytime soon. With the increase in Direct 
Internet Access (DIA) breakouts at remote locations, fewer packets are traveling through the data center, or bottlenecks where 
it previously made sense to deploy NetFlow solutions. Making capacity decisions or policy changes without considering all traffic 
can result in misleading visualizations of the true state of the network.

Minimal application granularity can leave IT guessing
Because most NetFlow sources are port-based, some of the most popular apps (think Instagram and Facebook) will only be 
identified as port 443/HTTPS, while potentially larger “capacity hogs” like torrenting services of music streamers will show up as 
random port numbers. This leaves IT blind to the true identity of large amounts of apps that land in the unidentified TCP/HTTPS 
bucket. While there are some additional tools teams can purchase to give an added layer of specificity into application 
identification, none of it is truly efficient enough to meet the needs of an enterprise IT team. 

Local storage limits the longevity of insights
What little data teams are able to glean from NetFlow may disappear if teams aren’t employing additional storage locally to 
revisit and compare their findings. This makes it hard to track trends or gain insights that could give a deeper idea of chronic or 
periodic issues that need immediate resolution.

It simply takes way too long to glean insights 
Teams need as insights delivered in as close to real-time as possible if they are going to address and tackle issues before end 
users are unhappy. NetFlow simply doesn’t move at the speeds modern networks require to get ahead of network issues — 
averaging roughly 5 minutes — before they begin impacting areas across the business.

To learn more about what a comprehensive performance monitoring solution looks like — 
encompassing visibility into all virtual and physical environments, without weighing down the 
network — download our data sheet, AppNeta’s Usage vs. Traditional NetFlow.

https://www.appneta.com/resources/datasheets/appnetas-usage-vs-traditional-netflow/
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